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Space and Time
in Comparative
Political Research

Raum und Zeit in
der vergleichenden
Politikwissenschaft

Pooled Time-series
Cross-section Analysis
and Multilevel Designs
Compared

Die gepoolte
Zeitreihenanalyse und
die Mehrebenenanalyse
im Vergleich
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Isabelle Stadelmann-Steffen und Marc Bühlmann
Abstract
The combination of cross-section and time
dimension is a central issue in current comparative political research. The state-of-theart procedure in this context is pooled timeseries cross-section analysis (PTSCS), which is
en vogue in today's relevant literature but
not uncontested. An interesting option are
multilevel designs, which allow the combination of time and space by considering observations over time nested within country-specific contexts. The purpose of this paper is to
illustrate the advantages of multilevel designs in comparative political research, which
mainly concern the modeling of time-invariant variables, the possible distinction between cross-sectional and time related variance in the data, and the possibility to model
heterogeneity instead of just correcting it.
Using the example of an analysis of public
education expenditure in the 26 Swiss cantons between 1978 and 2003, it can be
shown that multilevel analysis – mainly due
to its statistical and conceptual advantages –
is indeed a promising alternative to PTSCS.

Zusammenfassung
Die Kombination von Längs- und Querschnittvergleich ist ein zentrales Thema in der vergleichenden Politikwissenschaft. In aller Regel wird ein gepooltes Zeitreihen-Design angewandt, um verschiedene politische Einheiten über die Zeit und miteinander zu vergleichen. Diese Methode, obwohl sehr in Mode,
ist allerdings nicht unumstritten. Eine interessante Alternative stellt die Mehrebenenanalyse dar, welche ebenfalls die Kombination von Zeit und Raum zulässt, indem sie Beobachtungen in der Zeitachse quasi als Eigenschaften verschiedener länderspezifischer
Kontexte betrachtet. Das Ziel dieses Beitrags
ist es, die Vorteile eines Mehrebenen-Designs
für die vergleichende Politikforschung zu illustrieren. Diese ergeben sich v. a. in Bezug auf
die Modellierung zeit-invarianter Variablen, die
Unterscheidung zwischen querschnitt- und zeitbedingter Varianz sowie die Möglichkeit, Heterogenität zu modellieren statt lediglich zu korrigieren. Als praktisches Anwendungsbeispiel
werden die öffentlichen Bildungsausgaben in
den 26 Schweizer Kantonen zwischen 1978
und 2003 analysiert. Es zeigt sich, dass die
Mehrebenenanalyse sowohl aus statistischen
Gründen, aber auch aufgrund ihrer konzeptuellen Vorteile tatsächlich eine viel versprechende Alternative zu gepoolten ZeitreihenDesigns darstellt.
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Introduction1

Combining cross-sectional and time-dimensional data is one of the central issues
in the present methodological discussion in comparative political research. Since
data sets in social science are often limited to about 20 to 30 cases, and as
dynamics over time are an important aspect of typical political and societal phenomena, the simultaneous examination of time and space seems to be indispensable in quantitative research. Pooled time-series cross-sectional analysis (PTSCS) is
the currently prevailing method for analysing this type of data and is correspondingly en vogue in the relevant literature.2
However, together with the design’s growing popularity a discussion on its
methodological pitfalls has arisen. By pooling the time and cross-sectional dimensions the data obtains a specific structure, which violates important condition for
ordinary least squares regression (OLS). Although the techniques to deal with
these problems are quite sophisticated by now, concerns and criticism on the one
hand and the search for better alternatives on the other remain.
An interesting option in this discussion is multilevel analysis (MLA), which
allows for the combination of different levels of analysis. Prevalent in educational
science for a long time, multilevel applications have more recently been used in
political science, too. Although in most cases the method is used for the simultaneous analysis of individual and contextual data, it also offers the possibility of
combining time and space dimensions in one single model: time and space are
considered as two levels of analysis, whereas observations over time are nested
within country-specific contexts.
While there is an extensive debate on the strengths and limits of pooled
time-series cross-section analysis, multilevel designs as a possible alternative have
been much less discussed. An exception is Western (1998: 1234) who claims that a
multilevel specification of pooled time-series models has both substantial and statistical advantages. He stresses that MLA allows for greater causal complexity
which provides a closer fit between typical comparative theory and model specifi-

1
2

We thank two anonymous referees for helpful remarks on an earlier version of this paper, and
K. Gilland for linguistic assistance.
If we refer to the PTSCS method in the following we mean the “de facto Beck-Katz standard” which
has become the “accepted econometric technique in comparative political economy” (Plümper et al.
2005: 327), even though PTSCS actually only describes the type of data structure, which
would actually allow for a wide variety of model specifications.
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cation. Hence, multilevel models not only control for, but model heterogeneity in
the data. However, only recently multilevel models for time-series cross-section
data have been subject to a more systematic evaluation. Shor et al. (2007)
employing Monte Carlo simulations show that multilevel models indeed perform
better than OLS estimators. They stress that MLA is more flexible offering the
researcher additional advantages that can be summarized as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

MLA performs better than other common estimators in Monte Carlo
Simulations. When the number of observations is low (either at the time- or
country-level) MLA does better, since each “estimated parameter has the
potential to borrow strength from other parameters in the model” (Shor et al.
2007: 5).
As a consequence, MLA generally provides a better model fit (Shor et al.
2007: 4f.). While complete pooling ignores important parts of contextual
variance, no pooling – i.e. separate intercepts for single time series – is
affected by effects of outliers and does not allow the sharing of important
information from across units. Multilevel analysis which can be seen as a
process of “partial pooling” (Shor et al. 2007: 5) offers an advantageous
middle way. Multilevel models thereby allow distinguishing and analyzing
the variances at both the cross-sectional and the time level.
Another advantage of MLA is the handling of slowly moving or completely
time-invariant variables: While such variables often produce estimation
problems in PTSCS, they are not a problem in multilevel models: Partial
pooling as done in MLA “allows estimates of units to borrow strength from
the whole sample and shrink toward a common mean” (Shor et al.
2007: 4). Moreover, theoretically and conceptionally it makes more sense
to view such time-invariant variables as contextual effects which influence
all observations of a given unit.
The basic random intercept multilevel model can easily be expanded by
also including varying slopes, i.e. different effects of a predictor variable
for different units.

Starting from these considerations the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the
differences between pooled time-series cross-sectional models and multilevel analysis. Its main aim is to illustrate the advantages of multilevel models in practical
applications that are typical in comparative political research. First and foremost,
we focus on the differences between the two methods in terms of the modeling of
time-invariant variables and model fit. Time-invariant or slowly moving variables
such as institutions or cultural settings are crucial elements of theories explaining
differences between political entities. The simultaneous modeling of time-invariant
variables and dynamic determinants within comparative politics therefore is an
important task. Drawing on Shor et al. (2007) we suggest that the estimation of the
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influence of time-invariant variables is more appropriately done by MLA than by
PTSCS. Furthermore, it can be expected that due to its conceptual advantages MLA
provides a better model fit than PTSCS.
As an example of a practical application we use a comparative analysis of
public education expenditure in the 26 Swiss cantons between 1978 and 2003 (in
so doing we particularly refer to Freitag/Bühlmann 2003). Following the theories
of welfare state development (Schmidt 2000) we distinguish institutional, socioeconomic, party-political, and historic-cultural variables, and derive respective
hypotheses to explain the differences in cantonal education expenditure.
The paper unfolds as follows. First the theoretical background of our illustrative example is shortly demonstrated. Afterwards the main part of this contribution consists of two analyses of cantonal education expenditure, one using
pooled time series and the other applying a multilevel design. The analyses are
followed by a discussion of the results and the practical implications of this
methodological comparison. The paper closes with concluding remarks.

2

Pooled Time-series Cross-section Analysis versus
Multilevel Design – Two Comparative Analyses of the
Public Education Expenditure in the Swiss Cantons

The aim of this contribution is to compare a pooled times-series cross-section
design and multilevel analysis by means of an empirical example. We will therefore present two analyses of cantonal public education expenditure, one applying
pooled times-series cross-sectional analysis and the other using a multilevel
design. Both analyses will start with a short description of the method and the
state-of-the-art procedures used in practical applications. Afterwards, the
hypotheses on the differences in cantonal education expenditure, briefly outlined
in the following section, will be empirically tested by applying the two methods.
After having illustrated both methods, we will compare the results and try to
demonstrate the advantages of a multilevel design.
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Public education expenditure in the Swiss cantons –
theory and hypotheses

In the Swiss federal system there are various areas in which the cantons have substantial autonomy in policy-making. This is especially true for the education system, which has been the responsibility of the cantons and the communes since
the beginning of the Swiss nation-state. As a consequence, the education systems
and the financial investments of public authorities in human resources substantially vary among the cantons. In the following we will therefore analyze the
determinants of cantonal differences in public education expenditure.
Even though this paper focuses on the methodological implications rather
than on substantial results, we will shortly lay out the theoretical background of
our analysis in this paragraph.
Most of the quantitative studies done in this field (e.g. Freitag/Bühlmann
2003; Boix 1997; Castles 1999; Cameron/Hofferbert 1974) refer to theories of
comparative welfare state research: education policy is seen as a part of a comprehensive welfare state concept (Castles 1999: 10). Theories of welfare state
development (Schmidt 2000) can thus help to explain the variances in public education expenditure. Following this literature we distinguish four different
approaches: socio-economic determinants, the partisan theory of public policy,
institutional explanations, and historical and cultural legacies.
The first approach hypothesizes that public policy is substantially shaped
by existing socio-economic challenges (Schmidt 2000: 23f.). In this sense public
education expenditure depends on the demand for public education and the possibility to provide a corresponding supply. First, it can be hypothesized that public
education expenditure is high, if the share of children of school age and thus the
demand for investments in public education is considerable (Schmidt 2002: 10;
Hega 1999: 62; Poterba 1999; Fernandez/Rogerson 1997). Similarly, a substantial
share of foreigners in schools is expected to raise the need for public investments
in education in order to finance necessary integration measures (Freitag/
Bühlmann 2003: 146). However, theoretically, only those parts of the population
support an extensive education system, which in some way can profit from the
educational supply. All others will try to restrict public investment in education.
Boix (1997: 837) finds that especially high employment shares in the agricultural
sector tend to reduce public education expenditure since this group has only very
limited interest in the public education system. In contrast, it can be expected
that a large service sector demands a well-educated labor force and therefore has
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a positive effect on public education expenditure. Similarly and according to Castles
(1999: 180), the demand for human resources is higher in urban areas. On the
other hand it can nevertheless be argued that the provision and organization of
public education is cheaper in densely populated regions, which in turn leads to
lower expenditure.
A second explanation for differences in public education expenditure is
provided by the partisan theory of public policy (Schmidt 2000: 26f.; Hibbs 1977).
It develops the idea that the party-political composition of government influences public investments in public policy in general and in education in particular.
According to the findings in the literature a substantial share of leftist parties in
government lead to higher (education) expenditure, as these parties attribute the
responsibility for education to the state rather than to the private sector (Schmidt
2002: 13f.; Hega 1999: 63f.; Castles 1999: 53, 1989: 438; Boix 1997: 815). This
effect should be even more pronounced, if strong leftist parties are supported by
powerful unions (Schmidt 2002: 12). Conversely, Christian democratic parties disapprove of government interference in the area of education for two reasons: On
the one hand education had been in the hands of the church for a long time, on
the other hand public intervention in education policy goes against the principle
of subsidiarity, which is an important element of Christian democratic politics
(Schmidt 2002: 14; Wilensky 1981).
Thirdly, in the analysis of public policy provision institutional explanations
are of particular importance. Formal or informal rules build the framework in
which state activities take place. Institutional factors therefore constrain but also
allow for governmental action (Schmidt 2000: 28f.). In Switzerland the three typical elements of the political system are of overriding interest: direct democracy,
the amount of decentralization, and the character of decision making (i.e.
whether decision making is rather consensual or follows the majority rule) (Vatter/
Freitag 2002). With respect to direct democracy previous studies have found that
the extensive use of direct-democratic rights have a restricting effect on public
expenditure (Vatter 2002; Vatter/Freitag 2002; Hega 1999: 67). Generally, voters
tend to avoid additional taxes (Hega 1999: 66). Direct democracy provides them
with a strong instrument to bring these preferences into politics and, thus, to prevent further investment in public policy (Schaltegger 2001: 6).
A similar effect can be attributed to decentralized decision-making structures and federalism. Federalist power-sharing and decentralized fiscal power in
particular narrows the scope for state intervention (Vatter/Freitag 2002). For reasons of possible migration, decentralized structures additionally lead to competi-
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tion for the most attractive location – not least in terms of taxes – among the
decentralized entities (Freitag/Bühlmann 2003: 149). In sum, these tendencies
lead to the hypothesis that decentralized decision-making structures (in our case:
high local autonomy) result in lower public education expenditure (Cameron/
Hofferbert 1974).
An inverse effect is generally attributed to consensus democracy, which is
expected to foster welfare state expansion (Lijphart 1999). The integration of various political, social or cultural minorities into the decision-making process tends
to produce cost-intensive barter transactions and thereby a higher degree of state
intervention. It can therefore be assumed that a high degree of consensual alignment in the government leads to more substantial public education expenditure
(Freitag/Bühlmann 2003: 150).
Finally, historical and cultural legacies can help explaining variances in public education expenditure. As mentioned above, the relationship between church
and state has played an important role in the development of educational systems.
In societies with strong conservative-catholic background state intervention in education has been limited, since catholic forces tried to maintain their traditional
competence in this field. In contrast, dominant protestant forces facilitated cooperation between church and state as Protestantism stood for a fast education
expansion lead by the state. It can actually be shown that the power balance
between catholic forces and the state at the end of the 19th century is an important
factor for the path chosen in education policy (Archer 1979), and also for the
degree to which the state engages in education even today. In Schmidt’s (2000: 31)
argumentation present education policy is thus path-dependent, which means that
it is a result of earlier decisions and their intended or unintended consequences.
Cultural differences exist in Switzerland not only for religious but also for
linguistic reasons. While the French- and Italian-speaking parts of Switzerland
share a lot of institutional and cultural elements with the neighboring countries
France and Italy, the German-speaking part is much more oriented towards Germany and Austria. This is also reflected in different education systems. Contrary to
the French- and Italian-speaking parts of Switzerland, in the German-speaking
cantons we find a strong tradition of vocational education like in Germany and
Austria, and accordingly higher education and thus financial investments in public
schooling are lower (Schmidt 2002: 9; Castles 1999: 175; Hega 1999: 63).
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In the following, these hypotheses will be tested in a comparative quantitative analysis. For the operationalization of the variables see the appendix.3
The four approaches provide us with different variables. While some variables (mainly the socio-economic and the party political determinants) vary over
time, this is not the case for others. Hence, the historic-cultural factors as well as
most of the institutional variables do not or only slightly change over time. In
what follows we will see that the two methods differently handle and interpret
these two groups of explanatory variables.

2.2

The dependent variable and methodological challenges

The dependent variable is the public education expenditure in the Swiss cantons
between 1978 and 2003. This period of investigation has been chosen mainly for
data related reasons: The year 1978 is the first year (after the foundation of the
26th Swiss canton, Jura) for which data for all 26 cantons is available. Starting in
1978 thus provides us with enough data for applying a multilevel analysis (Bullen
et al. 1994; Jones 1997). Since the cantons vary substantially in size and population we analyze the education expenditure per capita.
The cantonal public education expenditure has been steadily growing during the last 26 years, which lets one assume that the data follows a non-stationary development. The statistical tests for unit-root (Hadri 2000; Im et al. 1997;
Levin/Lin 1993) indeed all conclude that public education expenditure is non-stationary.4 In the methodological discussion of PTSCS this phenomenon is an important issue. If the data follows a permanent growing development over time the
mean of the residuals is not constant over time either, which violates the GaussMarkov-assumption for the execution of OLS. As a consequence OLS-results are
wrong. Additionally, there often result so-called “spurious regressions”, which display relationships only resting on a common development of variables over time
(Kittel 1999: 249). Generally, the best way to handle non-stationary data is the
examination of first differences. However, in this case conceptual characteristics
of the model change: It is the short-term changes that are now modeled, while
the differences in the level between units and long-term developments have been

3
4

To allow for a comparison of the results all data were standardised (mean = 0, standard deviation = 1).
Further analyses not presented here show that this finding also applies for the logarithmized
education expenditure per capita.
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eliminated from the model. Thus, such a model is not suited to sensibly evaluate
the effect of the time-invariant variables. To sum up, the analysis of first differences may solve the statistical problem of non-stationarity, but it is not a valuable alternative for most applications in political science where differences
between countries and effects of (almost) time-invariant variables (in our case:
institutions and historical-cultural characteristics) are of interest.
Therefore we proceed in another way that in some cases can also eliminate
the problem of non-stationarity. We transform the education expenditure variable by sorting out the annual average values, which means that we remove the
steadily increasing development in the time dimension.5 Using this transformation
a big part of the development over time cannot be analyzed either. However, even
though the model indeed focuses on cross-sectional variation, it also contains a
substantial part of the time dimension. That is, the relative differences in the
development of education expenditure between cantons can still be analyzed.
As shown in figure 1, this procedure largely solves the problem. Two cantons, however, possibly still follow a non-stationary development. For the purpose
of this paper these two cantons – Zug and Basle Town – are excluded from the
analysis. In so doing both the graphical examination of the data (figure 1) as well
as the statistical tests indicate that the time-series under investigation are stationary.6 Thus, for the following analysis we use the mean-corrected public education expenditure for 24 cantons.

5
6

In the language of PTSCS this is actually equivalent to a model with fixed time effects.
The Levin-Lin-Chu test (lag[1]) tests the null hypothesis of Non-stationarity. In the present
case the test produces a coefficient of -0.28 (p=0.02), thus implying that the time-series are
stationary.
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Figure 1

Standardized education expenditure in the Swiss cantons
(mean-corrected)

Notes: The lines for Zug and Basle-Town (dashed, bold lines) indicate a non-stationary development.

2.3

Pooled time-series cross-section analysis (PTSCS)

In comparative political research the prevailing way of simultaneously analyzing
variances over time and across countries is to pool cross-sectional data for different points in time:

(1)

Υij = β0 + βXij + εij

In our example Υij specifies the predicted educational investments of year i in
canton j. This predicted value is explained by the overall mean ( β 0 ) and the
explanatory variables (the X variables and their respective β) measured for each
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year and unit separately (subscripts i [year] and j [canton] respectively). β has no
subscript since one coefficient per variable for all years and cantons is estimated.
However, this produces a data structure which practically by definition
violates important conditions for OLS regression. In particular, PTSCS models suffer from temporally and spatially correlated errors as well as from panel heteroscedasticity (Beck/Katz 1995: 636; Kittel 1999: 228ff.; Podestà 2002: 10; Plümper et al. 2005). The consequence of these data characteristics is that the standard
errors are systematically biased. Hence, conclusions concerning the statistical significance of the estimations become meaningless (Gujarati 1995: 366). In order to
successfully use a PTSCS design it is therefore necessary to correct for these problems. To this end, the following procedures have won recognition, and represent
the state of the art in this field. First, for the correction of heteroscedasticity and
the spatial autocorrelation so-called panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) are
applied. This procedure draws on the fact that OLS still produces unbiased, but
inefficient estimates. The OLS residuals allow for a reliable estimation of the covariances, which then are used to correct the standard errors (Beck/Katz 1995:
638). The PCSE procedure requires that any serial correlation has been eliminated
before calculating the corrected standard errors (Beck/Katz 1995: 638). This can
be done either by introducing a lagged dependent variable or by estimating the
autocorrelation coefficient and correct for the correlation in the residuals (Kittel
1999: 230). The two proceedings represent different approaches: On the one
hand, by modeling one or more lagged dependent variables autocorrelation is not
seen as a problem, but is like other explanatory factors used for the explanation
of the dependent variable. This procedure corresponds to the theoretical proposition that the economy is a self-regulating system which is only marginally influenced by political intervention (Kittel 1999: 230). The so-called AR1-approach, on
the other hand, treats autocorrelation as a problem which has to be eliminated
(Kittel 1999: 231). The corresponding correction of the standard errors is based on
the proposition that the residuals follow a first order autoregressive process:

(2)

εij = ρεi-1j + υij
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In this function the autocorrelation coefficient ρ (Rho), which takes on a value
between 0 and 1, is estimated and is then used to correct the standard errors by
applying a so-called Prais-Winsten-transformation (Kittel/Winner 2002: 16). This
second approach is often preferred in comparative political research (Plümper et al.
2005: 342f.).7 Thus, the model takes the following form:
(3)

Yij = β0+ ργi-1j + βXij + εij

A further lively debate has evolved on whether unit fixed effects (FE) should be controlled for in order to account for unobserved unit-specific developments (equation 4). Shor et al. (2007: 4) call this option 'no pooling' and the 'opposite extreme'
of complete pooling, since a separate intercept is calculated for each unit. The main
disadvantage of this procedure from a political science point of view is, however,
that such unit dummies “completely absorb differences in the level of independent
variables across units” (Plümper et al. 2007: 331) and thus the time-invariant variables cannot be analyzed anymore. As a FE model is the 'opposite' of complete pooling8 and since a FE is conceptionally even more closely related to a multilevel design
than a completely pooled model (Shor et al. 2007: 4) we will also present a FE model
based on a “fixed effects vector composition”, which should be a better way to estimate the effect of timeinvariant variables in a FE-context (Plümper/Troeger 2007).

(4)

Yij = β0j + ργi-1j + βXij + εij

In what follows, these procedures are applied to the analysis of the cantonal public education expenditure.

7
8

A discussion of the disadvantages of the lagged-variable approach can be found in Plümper
et al. (2005).
A multilevel model would lie in between these two options (see section 2.4 and Shor et al.
2007: 4).
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Table 1

TSCS-models for the explanation of public
education expenditure (mean-corrected)
Model 1

Pupils per cantonal
population
Proportion of foreign
pupils
Sector 1
Urbanization

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

.10***
(.04)
.15***
(.05)
-.08
(.07)
.29***
(.08)

Leftists in government

.09**
(.05)
-.07
(.05)
.07
(.05)

CVP in government
Union
Direct democracy

-.15***
(.05)
-.03
(.03)
-.44***
(.06)

Governmental
concordance
Local autonomy

-.25***
(.06)
.06
(.05)
-.32***
(.08)

Strength of Catholics
19th century
Efforts in education
policy 1880
language

Model 5

Model 6
(xtfevd)

.10***
(.03)
.17***
(.05)

.02
(.09)
.00
(.03)

.20***
(.07)
-.01
(.04)

.24***
(.02)
.02
(.03)

-.08
(.05)

-.21***
(.02)

-.39***
(.06)
.00
(.05)

-.41***
(.02)
-.07***
(.02)

.08*
(.06)

eta
constant
N
R2
AIC
Rho

41

-.09**
(.05)
624
.13
189.5
.83

-.12***
(.03)
624
.03
322.3
.79

-.11***
(.03)
624
.13
206.2
.82

-.13***
(.04)
624
.05
179.6
.86

-.08**
(.04)
624
.26
232.5
.76

.13***
(.02)
.93***
(.04)
-.08***
(.01)
600
.87
415.4
.67

Notes: Non-standardized OLS-coefficients; standard errors in brackets. Heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation is
treated as follows: To correct for heteroscedasticity and spatial autocorrelation panel corrected standards errors (PCSE)
are calculated as suggested by Beck/Katz (1995: 638). Beforehand, serial autocorrelation was eliminated by using a
Prais-Winsten-transformation to correct the standard errors (in model 6 the Cochran-Orcutt method is used for the
correction of the standard errors which reduces the number of observations by one in each panel). Thereby it is assumed
that the residuals follow an AR1-process (Kittel/Winner 2002: 16). *** significant at the 1%-level; ** significant at the
5%-level; * significant at the 10%-level. In model 6 the following variables are used to explain unit fixed effects:
urbanization, direct democracy, autonomy of the municipalities, strength of Catholics, language. The language variable
and the strength of Catholics are typical examples for variables that per definition do not change over time, while
urbanization is time-invariant due to the limited period of investigation and data availability. The same applies to local
autonomy that can be seen as a constant institutional feature during our period of investigation. In contrast direct
democracy is an example of a slowly-moving variable, since we have three different measures of the direct democracy
index indicating only minor changes over time.
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Table 1 reports the results for the multivariate models with the mean-corrected
public education expenditure as dependent variable. In models 1 to 4 the explanatory power of the four theoretical approaches (socio-economic, party political,
institutional, and historic-cultural approach) is tested separately. Afterwards a
fifth model is estimated which incorporates the most important (i.e., significant)
variables of the four approaches. Finally, a FE model is calculated on the basis of
model 5 allowing for separate cantonal intercepts.
It can be shown that socio-economic determinants on the one hand and
institutional factors on the other hand are the most important variables in the
model. However, only for two variables a consistent and significant influence on
cantonal education expenditure can be demonstrated: While a high degree of
urbanization increases public investments in education, highly decentralized
structures within the Swiss cantons (i.e., high autonomy of municipalities)
decrease cantonal education expenditure. Moreover, held everything constant, the
German speaking cantons spend more on public education, which is contrary to
our hypothesis. This result can be seen against the background that the dependent variable incorporates expenditure for vocational training, but not for higher
education. The latter is particularly important in the Latin cantons, and thus their
total investments in education are underestimated by the variable chosen here. In
contrast, the size of the agricultural sector, the share of Christian-democratic
parties in government, the union strength as well as our indicator for consensus
democracy seem not to influence public education expenditure. For some other
variables, i.e. the number of (foreign) pupils, direct democracy, and the historical
strength of the Catholic Church the PTSCS models are inconclusive.9
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)10 shows that neither model 5 nor
model 6 are satisfactory in terms of model fit. Actually, even though the two
models incorporate more (significant) variables they are not better in explaining

9

10

In what concerns direct democracy these results actually reflect a standard finding in Swiss
political science in that this variable is highly correlated with the language region and therefore is highly sensitive to the introduction of the latter. This is because cantonal differences
with regard to direct democracy strongly coincide with the language regions. It is mainly the
German speaking cantons that show very extensive direct-democratic procedures (Linder
2005: 272, 1994; Vatter 2002: 401ff.).
The Akaike Information Criterion tests the model fit by penalizing for the addition of parameters, and thus selects a model that fits well but has a minimum number of parameters. By
means of the AIC models based on different estimation methods and specifications can be
compared, the sample however needs to be identical (Burnham/Anderson 2004: 267f.). Therefore, the AIC of model 6 cannot strictly be compared with the others.
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the data than model 4 which includes the cultural variables only. Finally, even
though we use the mean-corrected data, the high values of Rho show that autocorrelation in the model is still substantial. The investigation of the residuals however indicates that the first order autocorrelated error terms (AR1) in the model
do satisfactorily account for these processes.

2.4

Multilevel analysis

“Multilevel analysis (MLA) is a methodology for the analysis of data with complex patterns of variability, with a focus on nested sources of variability” (Snjiders/Bosker
1999: 1). In most of the empirical analyses with MLA, individuals are nested in
contexts. Mainly applied in education science, a typical multilevel design consists
of data on pupils nested within classes and/or schools, whereby it is argued that
their school achievements, for instance, not only depend on individual capacities
but also on class- and school-related factors.
In political science, the use of MLA is increasing. While the idea that context influences individual behavior has been crucial at least since the suicideanalysis by Durkheim (1897), corresponding quantitative analyses in political science in the past century have lacked the methodological base to properly analyze
contextual effects. With MLA the simultaneous modeling of individual and contextual determinants to explain individual behavior is now possible (Bühlmann
2006).11
The underlying principle of multilevel modeling is quite simple. Intercepts
of common OLS regression analysis are allowed to vary:
(5)

Yij = β0j + βXij + εij, where

(6)

β 0 j = β 0 + μ 0 j ( μ 0 j stands for the residuals at level 2).

11

With pure individual or pure ecological analyses, we cannot explain contextual influence on
individual behaviour. For more detailed discussion see Bühlmann 2006; Goldstein 1987: 19;
Hox/Kreft 1994: 285; Rasbash et al. 2002; Snijders/Bosker 1999; Steenbergen/Jones 2002;
Stoker/Bowers 2002; Teachman/Crowder 2002: 284.
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If individual behaviour is modelled as it is most often the case in MLA, such a
model implies that individual behaviour can vary between contexts. In other
words, unlike standard regression analysis this model does not assume that the
constant ( β 0 ) is the same in all units; but rather it varies from context to context.
In our case we adapt the common multilevel model as follows: instead of modeling individuals within contexts, we apply the model to multiple observations
nested within a unit. More precisely: the data for different points in time is seen
as nested within cantons. Thereby, we suppose that the development of educational expenditure over time differs from canton to canton.12 In so doing, we are
able to analyze the effects of time-dependent developments (level 1) and of timeinvariant cantonal characteristics (i.e., institutions or historical cultural characteristics) (level 2) separately. While, the number of pupils and of foreign pupils, or
the strength of parties in government change over time and are, thus, level-1
variables, most of the institutional and historical cultural variables (e.g., local
autonomy, the strength of the Catholic church at the end of the 19 th century, or
the language region) are constant over time. They are now explicitly modeled as
context factors which differently influence all observations of a given canton over
time. Furthermore, we can distinguish between the cross-sectional variance
(between the cantons) on the one hand, and the variance over time within cantons on the other. To sum up, such a model enables us to model simultaneously
different effects due to time (time-dependent variables) and due to cantonal
characteristics (time-independent cantonal properties) on cantonal education
expenditure.13 Our standard model, hence, takes the following form.

(7)

Yij = β0j + βXij + αWj + µ0j + εij

Education expenditure in canton j at time point i can be explained by an overall
mean ( β 0 ), time-dependent variables (the X variables and their respective β),
time-independent cantonal properties (the W variables and their respective α),
cantonal variation (µ0j with an assumed mean of 0 and a total between-canton

12
13

It would also be possible to change the two levels, i.e., to consider the cantons as level 1 and
the time dimension as level 2.
We do not go further in this article. It is however worth mentioning that MLA makes it possible to also model random slopes or even cross-level interactions. In other words: One can
model canton-specific effects on the strength of time effects on education expenditure.
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), and time variation ( ε ij with an assumed mean of 0 and a total

within-canton variance of

σ2

2

). Hence, the overall variation ( σ μ2 + σ ) is divided

into differences at the time level (level 1 variance), which shall be explained by
time-dependent variables, and differences between contexts (level 2 variance),
which shall be explained by cantonal, cross-sectional factors.14
However, as with PTSCS the issue of autocorrelation has to be discussed: In
the multilevel model, too, correlated errors have to be expected. This is first of all
true for level 1, which consists of 26 subsequent and thus related observations for
the cantons. Just as in the PTSCS model, in the multilevel model, too, we therefore
model the level-1 error term to follow a first-order autocorrelated process
(ρiεij).15
(8)

Yij = β0j + βXij + αWj + µ0j + ρiεij

As we did in the PTSCS, we use this multilevel model for the analysis of the cantonal public education expenditure.
Table 2 presents the results of the multilevel models with mean-corrected
public education expenditure as dependent variable. As in the PTSCS analysis, we
first estimate four models for the four theoretical approaches. Again, we calculate
a joint fifth model by including the significant variables from the previous analyses. To further compare the MLA and the PTSCS design, we estimate a sixth model
containing the variables of the PTSCS-model 5 from table 1.
Before calculating the multivariate models we estimate empty models
without any specifications in order to assess the variance components. With MLA
we can distinguish between the effects of cantonal characteristics and timerelated changes. In the empty model we estimate the variance of the education
expenditure which can be separated in a level 1 part (differences between time
points) and a level 2 part (differences between cantons). The estimation shows

14

15

We refer to the relevant literature on MLA for a more thorough discussion of the method and
expansions of the basic model presented here (Bullen et al. 1994; Ditton 1998; Goldstein 1987,
1995; Hox 1995; Jones 1997; Jones/Duncan 1996; Snijders/Bosker 1999; Teachman/Crowder
2002; for a critic see Rohwer 1998).
We use MlwiN to estimate our multilevel models (Rasbash et al. 2002). In this software program it is possible to model autocorrelated errors terms by applying time-series macros (cp.
Yang et al. 2004).
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that both, differences between the cantons and differences between time points
within a canton contribute to the model’s total variance: 78% of total variance in
the empty model is found at level 2, while 22% can be attributed to level 1. This
can be interpreted to mean that differences between countries are more pronounced than differences over time (which may be also due to fact that the data
is mean corrected).
It can be seen from table 2 that the same procedure of model building does not
result in the same final model as in the PTSCS context (model 5, table 2). Surely,
like in the PTSCS model the most crucial variables are again the degree of urbanization and local autonomy. Compared to PTSCS, however, both the language
region and the share of (foreign) pupils (complete pooled model 5, table 1), as
well as direct democracy and the strength of Catholics at the end of the 19th
century (FE model 6, table 1) are not significantly associated with public education expenditure. This is also the case, if the final model identified by the PTSCS
method (model 5 and 6 respectively in table 1) is calculated (model 6, table 2).
Hence, the results of different model specification are highly consistent in the
multilevel context. Finally, and similar to PTSCS, we find high autocorrelation in
the model, which is corrected for in the error terms at level 1. As for the model
fit, the joint model 5 is now best in parsimoniously explaining cantonal education
expenditure.

2.5

Comparison of the results and methodological implications

Formally, the PTSCS- and the multilevel model are quite similar (cf. equations 3
and 4 respectively, and equation 8). Actually, the main difference between the
models can be found in the structure of the error term. First and foremost, the
multilevel model incorporates an additional residual component which is µ0j and
accounts for country-specific random intercepts. This means that compared to
PTSCS the multilevel model allows time-series coefficients “an extra stochastic
component, an additional uncertainty which influences inferences” (Western
1998: 1234). Hence, as the basic idea of multilevel analysis suggests, the difference between PTSCS and MLA is that the latter allows for cantonal heterogeneity,
which does not exist in the PTSCS setup.
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Multilevel models for the explanation of public
education expenditure (mean-corrected)
Empty Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Model
(PTSCS)

Pupils per cantonal
population

.06
(.07)

.06
(.07)

Proportion of foreign
pupils

.05
(.04)

.05
(.04)

Sector 1

-.04
(.05)

Urbanization

.40***
(.14)

.32**
(.15)

Leftists in government

.04
(.03)

CVP in government

.01
(.06)

Union

.13**
(.05)

.26*
(.15)
.03
(.03)

.11**
(.05)

Direct democracy

.02
(.09)

Governmental
concordance

.03
(.02)

Local autonomy

-.59***
(.17)

.04
(.09)

-.43**
(.17)

-.42**
(.17)

-.04
(.14)

-.05
(.13)

-.03
(.16)

Strength of Catholics
19th cent.

-.26*
(.15)

Efforts in education
policy 1880

.05
(.14)

Language

-.32**
(.15)

.04
(.15)

constant

-.12
(.17)

-.08
(.13)

-.12
(.16)

-.10
(.13)

-.12
(.15)

-.07
(.12)

-.08
(.11)

Between-variance of
cantons ( σ μ2 )

.64***
(.20)

.37***
(.14)

.62***
(.19)

.40***
(.13)

.48***
(.15)

.31**
(.10)

.26**
(.09)

Between-variance of
between time-points
within cantons ( σ 2 )

.18***
(.03)

.18***
(.03)

.17***
(.03)

.17***
(.03)

.18***
(.03)

.17***
(.03)

.18***
(.03)

N
Autocorrelation level 1

624
.798

624

624
.798

.798

624

624
.798

.798

624
.798

624
.798

-2loglikelihood

148.1

136.3

140.00

135.7

141.6

126.6

127.5

AIC

154.1

150.3

152.0

147.7

153.6

142.6

149.5

Notes: Non-standardized coefficients; standard-errors in brackets; time-independent variables, i.e. variables
explaining contextual level variance, are highlighted (see Notes Table 1). Estimation with iterative generalized least
squares (Goldsmith 1995). A first-order autocorrelation process was modeled in order to correct for autocorrelation
at level 1 (MlwiN TS macro).
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From a substantial point of view both methods show that structural and
institutional characteristics are most important for the explanation of public education expenditure in the cantons (see tables 1 and 2). Particularly, cantonal education expenditure is high, where an urbanized structure demands high investments in education. In contrast, a high degree of decentralized decision making
structures (e.g. substantial local autonomy in education) hinders extensive public
education expenditure. Other factors such as the number of (foreign) pupils,
direct democracy, the strength of Catholicism at the end of the 19th century, and
the linguistic region tend to somehow influence cantonal education expenditure,
the results are however not consistent and obviously depend on the model specification and estimation method. These inconsistent results may be due to fact
that the two approaches handle heterogeneity differently. While in PTSCS heteroscedasticity and spatial autocorrelation is corrected for by calculating panelcorrected standard errors, in multilevel analysis heteroscedasticity is not corrected
for, but modelled by distinguishing two levels of analysis. In other words: It is
seen as “substance” and not as “nuisance” (Jones 1997).
Moreover, our results indicate that the multilevel design provides some
clear advantages. The first aspect concerns the cross-sectional and time-related
variance respectively. Most of our explanatory variables do not change much over
time or are even constants, as it is typical for institutional and cultural variables
in political research. This means that, logically, our model should be better in
explaining cross-sectional variance than the development over time. Empirically,
this can be best seen in the multilevel models: While the final models explain a
substantial part of the variance between the cantons, namely about 60 percent,
the variance within the cantons, i.e. the development over time, is not reduced at
all. This means that the model is actually not able to explain variations in public
education expenditure over time. Against the background that our model includes
a quite typical set of explanatory variables for comparative political research
these findings imply that one of the main advantages of pooling, i.e. the modeling
of “dynamics inherent in the panel” (Plümper et al. 2005: 334), must be indeed
questioned. Second, our results confirm the claim made by Shor et al. (2007) that
multilevel models generally provide a better model fit. A glance at the AIC for the
different models confirms that the multilevel models do better in explaining the
differences in cantonal education expenditure and should therefore be preferred.
This is also the case if we model fixed unit effects in the PTSCS context. Moreover,
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different to PTSCS MLA produces a final model which exhibits the best model fit,
which again speaks for the higher sensibility and consistency of multilevel models.16

3

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to compare multilevel analysis and pooled time-series
cross-section designs in the analysis of time and space in comparative political
research. It has to be mentioned that by means of our analyses we are not able to
actually prove whether MLA performs better than PTSCS, since such a comparison
would require that the real error structures of the data are known which is normally not the case in empirical data. However, while such a systematic evaluation
has recently been provided by Shor et al. (2007), this was not the aim of this
paper. Rather, our analyses allow for some implications in terms of practical
application of PTSCS and MLA respectively. From the discussion of the two
approaches and the empirical examples we can make the following remarks that
may be important for empirical analyses of time-serial cross-section data in comparative political research:
Generally, a simple two-level model with repeated measures (level 1) nested
within units (level 2) and correlated error terms roughly corresponds to a basic
pooled time-series cross-sectional model. The main difference is that the multilevel
model allows for random intercepts. This can be seen as “partial pooling where the
estimated parameter has the potential to borrow strength from other parameters
in the model.” (Shor et al. 2007: 4f.). As a result, both methods produce quite similar results for our data, implying that urbanized structures and high local autonomy are crucial for explaining cantonal education expenditure. For the rest, multilevel analysis is more conservative, but also more consistent in that it finds no
further effects where some PTSCS-specifications do, thus, providing inconclusive
results. Goodness of fit measures (AIC) thereby indicate that multilevel models
better explain the variance in the data and should therefore be preferred.

16

It has to be mentioned that in this paper very simple models have been chosen. Both
approaches would offer some more sophisticated procedures that would probably lead to better model fits (but probably also to more problems).
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Comparing the two designs, MLA moreover offers some advantages particularly with regard to conceptual and theoretical aspects.
Firstly, a multilevel design is theoretically better suitable for modeling the
effect of time-invariant variables (e.g., institutions) which often take center stage
in comparative political research. If (almost) time-invariant variables are integrated into a PTSCS design the corresponding hypothesis is that a particular (not
or very slowly changing) variable parameter at time t (or t-x if a time-lag is incorporated) influences the dependent variable at time t. However, such a theoretical
link between (time-invariant) explanatory factors and the dependent variables is
often questionable. This is most pronounced in the presence of serial autocorrelation, when such a model implies that specific time-invariant characteristics
explain some short-term changes in the dependent variable. In such a context a
multilevel design is theoretically more sensible because it is based on the assumption that time-invariant factors build a unit-specific context that influences all
observations of this unit in a particular way.
Secondly, a multilevel design allows for a clear distinction between crosssectional effects and time effects.17 It is possible to analyze to what extent crosssectional differences and developments over time each account for the overall
variance in the data. Concerning substantial interpretation of the estimation
results this feature is very useful: In our case it shows that the models do quite
well in explaining cross-sectional variance, while they are not able to explain
developments over time.
Thirdly, heterogeneity in the data is not just corrected for as in the pooled
time-series cross-section analysis, but is modeled. Conceptually this is a more elegant way to handle the statistical problem, because heterogeneity is not just seen
as a problem that has to be eliminated, but as an important (realistic) characteristic of the data that should be adequately modeled.
A further advantage is that while in this paper we applied a very simple
model in order to make comparison easier, MLA would allow for various model
extensions, be it the introduction of an additional level (e.g., an intervening
municipality level), the estimation of random slopes or even cross-level interactions (e.g., the effect of urbanization on the strength of relationship between for-

17

In the case presented in this paper time effects corespond to the relative changes in the cantons’ position over time.
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eign pupils and education expenditure), or the calculation of growth curves in
order to model particular developments over time (Bryk/Raudenbush 1987; Cnaan
et al. 1997; Hox 2000; Huggins/Loesch 1998; Luke 2004; Yang/Goldstein 1996). In
a multilevel design more sophisticated models are relatively easy to apply, which
could be especially helpful when working with data reflecting changes over time.
However, multilevel analysis also has its shortcomings in practical applications. First and foremost, the necessity of large and particularly structured data
sets has to be mentioned. Indeed, in order to use MLA, data has not only to be
measured at different levels, but additionally each group at all levels should consist of at least 25 observations in order to get valid estimations for multivariate
analyses.18 Obviously, in comparative political research such data is still quite rare.
Furthermore, the analysis and handling of crucial statistical pitfalls is much better
developed in the methodological discussion of PTSCS than it is in the multilevel
context. Mainly in relation to serial autocorrelation, which is a crucial aspect in
case of repeated measurements, procedures to correct for the correlated errors
are much better elaborated and standardized in pooled time-series cross-section
designs than in multilevel analysis. When carrying out a MLA with data that
includes developments over time, it is useful to consider the methodological
debate on non-stationarity and serial autocorrelation in the PTSCS-context.
To conclude, we would propose the following procedure for the analysis of
time and space in comparative political research: If a large data set satisfying the
requirements for multilevel analysis is available, the implementation of a multilevel design is recommended due to its statistical, conceptual and theoretical
strengths discussed above. In smaller data samples a PTSCS design might generally
be more appropriate. In both situations, however, we think a triangulation of
methods worthwhile. In the multilevel case additional analyses from the PTSCS
context help clarifying and understanding problems of autocorrelation and nonstationarity. In smaller data samples the calculation of empty multilevel models
allows at least for an approximate distinction between longitudinal and cross-sectional variances in the data. Hence, the combination of pooled time-series cross-

18

If one is only interested in an analysis of variances at different levels the case-restriction is
less problematic. If we have only few cases, but many time points within these cases it makes
sense to control for the effects of the level 2-variance with MLA. However, in this case we
would not specify level 2 with independent variables.
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section analysis and multilevel analysis offers the possibility of profiting from the
advantages of both methods, but also to compensate for their weaknesses.
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Socio-economic variables
Pupils per cantonal The more pupils a canton has, the higher
population
is cantonal public education expenditure.
Proportion of
The higher the share of foreigners in
foreign pupils
school, the higher is expenditure for
educational integration.
Employment in
The higher the employment in the
the third sector
service sector, the higher is cantonal
education expenditure.
Urbanization
The higher urbanization, the higher is
cantonal public education expenditure.
Party-political variables
Strength of
The higher the share of leftist parties in
leftist parties in
the government, the higher is public
the government
education expenditure in a canton.
The higher the share of Christian
Strength of
democratic parties in the cantonal
Christiangovernment, the lower the public
democratic
education expenditure turn out to be.
parties in the
government
Strength of
The better unions in a canton are organunions
ized, the more this canton spends for
public education.

Hypothesis (ceteris paribus)

Share of employed in the third sector according to the federal
census of enterprises 1991, in percent. Source: Swiss Federal
Statistical Office.
Share of residents living in urban areas, in percent. Source: Own
calculation on the basis of Bassand (1988).
Share of seats in cantonal government held by SPS, DSP and the
Green parties. Source: Année Politique Suisse (various years).
Share of seats in cantonal government held by Catholic parties
(CVP and CSP). Source: Année Politique Suisse (various years).

Union-membership in percent of total employment. Source: Own
calculation on the basis of the Swiss federation of trade unions
and BAK Basel.

+

+
-

+

+

+

Number of pupils in elementary school per cantonal population.
Source: Statistisches Jahrbuch (various years).
Share of foreigners in elementary schools, in percent. Source:
Statistisches Jahrbuch (various years).

Cantonal education expenditure in CHF per capita (for elementary
school and vocational education, less federal contributions), according to the functional classification of the expenditure of
cantons and communes, annual mean corrected. Source: EFV
(various years).

Operationalization / Source

+

Expected
Relationship

Variables, Hypotheses, and Operationalization

Dependent variable
Public education
expenditure per
capita, mean
corrected

Variable
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Hypothesis (ceteris paribus)

German-speaking cantons spend less for
public education than the Latin cantons.

Note: The data used is based on the data set of Vatter et al. (2004).

Language

Historical and cultural variables
Strength of the
The stronger the influence of the Catholic
Catholic Church
Church on education was at the beginning of the education expansion (end
19th century), the lower is public education expenditure today.
The higher the efforts of the governEfforts in
ment in education were around 1880,
education policy
the higher are investments in public
1880
education still today.

Institutional variables
Local autonomy
The more decentralized the decision
making structures in a canton are, the
lower is public education expenditure.
Direct democracy The more extensive direct democratic
rights in a canton are, the lower is
public education expenditure.
Consensus
The higher the consensual alignment of
democracy
the government is, the more a canton
spends for public education.

Variable

Efforts in public education of the cantonal governments around
1880. Index of ranking points based on five indicators: expenditure per capita, pupils per capita, pupil-teacher-quota, the introduction of an education law, number of school weeks. 1=little
effort; 2=medium effort; 3=strong effort. Source: Hunziker (1882:
304-367).
Dummy-variable. 1= majority of German-speaking inhabitants,
otherwise =0. Source: Swiss federal statistical office, Statistisches
Jahrbuch der Schweiz.

+

-

Estimation of the influence of the catholic church when the
cantonal educational system was built up. 1 = weak influence; 2 =
medium influence; 3 = strong influence. Source: Hunziker (1882:
304-367).

Degree of communal autonomy in relation to the Federation and
the Canton (index) according to Ladner (1994: 81) (0 = no autonomy at all; 10 = very substantial autonomy).
Index of direct democracy according to Stutzer (1999); 19781991: value for 1970; 1992-1995: value for 1992; 1996-2003:
values for 1996.
Summarized percentages of votes of the governing parties (if the
majority rule is used for parliamentary elections (Grisons, Uri,
Appenzell Inner- and Outer-Rhodes) the summarized share of
parliamentary seats of the governing parties is calculated instead).
Source: Année Politique Suisse (various years).

Operationalization / Source

-

+

-

-

Expected
Relationship
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